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throws into prominence, giving space to background issues only when they cast significant light on the foreground. For
those who want more, the footnotes and bibliography provide helpful guidance. The end result is a welcome resource for
interpreting one of the most challenging books in the Old Testament.
Joshua, Judges, Ruth (Understanding the Bible Commentary Series) J. Gordon Harris 2012-07-01 The authors of this
commentary take a canonical-historical approach to the books of Joshua, Judges, and Ruth, three books that are diverse,
yet share the common historical context of the tribal settlement of Canaan. They examine Joshua, Judges, and Ruth as
narratives with dynamic theological messages about the dynamic relationship between God's people and the powerful God
who gives land and provides deliverers for the people.
Old Testament Commentary Survey Tremper Longman III 2013-04-15 Leading Old Testament scholar Tremper Longman III
provides students and pastors with expert guidance on choosing a commentary for any book of the Old Testament. The
fifth edition has been updated to assess the most recently published commentaries, providing evaluative comments.
Longman lists a number of works available for each book of the Old Testament, gives a brief indication of their
emphases and viewpoints, and evaluates them. The result is a balanced, sensible guide for those who preach and teach
the Old Testament and need help in choosing the best tools.
The Message of Ezra & Haggai Robert Fyall 2022-07-19 Few sermons or Bible studies focus on Ezra or Haggai, but the
message of these books—their emphasis on building for God, obedience to his Word, and openness to his Spirit—is one
that needs to be heard today. In this BST volume, Robert Fyall highlights parallels between Israel and today's church,
demonstrating the relevance of these books for God's people in all times.
The Message of Kings John W. Olley 2022-06-21 In this Bible Speaks Today volume, John Olley shows how 1 and 2 Kings
retell the past as preached history, addressing the exilic situation of the original readers. This accessible
commentary shows how the narrative of Kings sheds light on what it means to worship, trust, and obey God in the midst
of the turmoil of national and global events, doing so in rich often surprising ways.
The Message of the Song of Songs Tom Gledhill 1994-07-07 Tom Gledhill offers an introduction and commentary on the Song
of Songs. He shows how this fascinating text not only celebrates human sexuality but also points to its divine author.
For pastors, Sunday-school teachers, small group leaders and Bible readers, here is a clear and refreshing perspective
on one of the most striking books in the Bible.
The Message of the Word of God Tim Meadowcroft 2011-11-14 What does the Bible say about itself? Before this question
can be addressed, Tim Meadowcroft argues, we have to address the wider notion that God speaks. Accordingly, Meadowcroft
offers fresh, wide-ranging expositions of key passages in both Testaments on the character and power of God's word.
The Message of Jonah Rosemary Nixon 2003-07-11 Rosemary Nixon shows how the well-known story of Jonah continues to
challenge God's people today.
The Unheard Voice of God Lee Roy Martin 2019-05-21 With the wealth of colorful characters described in the book of
Judges, scholars and general readers alike have a strong fascination for Israel’s leaders in its earliest days.
Theologians and biblical scholars from Luther on have found it difficult to relate to these figures. From a Pentecostal
point of view, in particular, those characters can sometimes be an embarrassment. Through a fresh hearing of The
Unheard Voice of God the positive message of the book of Judges can become more apparent and accessible. Readers are
shown a crucial part of the book’s dynamics which they may have missed.
The Message of Genesis 1–11 David J. Atkinson 2022-01-04 Where do we come from? What is our purpose? In this BST
commentary, David Atkinson explores how the first eleven chapters of Genesis serve as an overture to the rest of the
Bible. With vivid insight, Atkinson illuminates how the meaning of Genesis is still resonant today—helping us
understand both the greatness and the tragic flaw inherent in human beings.
The Message of Daniel Dale Ralph Davis 2013-06-14 From former pastor and professor Dale Ralph Davis, this replacement
volume in the Bible Speaks Today Old Testament commentary series offers a reliable exposition of the visionary book of
Daniel for pastors and lay commentary readers. Explaining the background to Daniel, he sifts through interpretive
issues and then offers a faithful exposition of the book's message.
The Message of Ecclesiastes Derek Kidner 1984-01-13 What is life about? In the end, does it all amount to a wisp of
vapor, a puff of wind? So says the Preacher in the book of Ecclesiastes. But is this the whole message of Ecclesiastes?
With imagination and clarity, Derek Kidner introduces this Old Testament book which speaks so powerfully to our
generation.
The Message of Matthew E. Michael Green 2020-05-19 In this BST volume, Michael Green shows how Matthew's Gospel
portrays the power and purpose of Jesus' life and work, which was to bring light to all nations. Now more than ever we
need to hear Matthew's record of Jesus as Messiah, Son of God, Son of David, Son of Man, and supremely as God returning
to Jerusalem as judge and redeemer.
The Message of Zechariah Barry G. Webb 2003-12-30 Barry G. Webb explores the kingdom of God as the prophet Zechariah
apprehended it--fueling the faithfulness of God's people and preparing the way for the promised Messiah.
The Message of Chronicles Michael Wilcock 2022-07-19 In this insightful, readable commentary, Michael Wilcock shows how
the various characters in Chronicles make vivid the truth by which the Lord's people in every generation are to live.
This thoughtful exposition on Chronicles sheds light on great overall pattern of God's hand in history, making the book
come alive for students, teachers, and anyone seeking to delve deeper in the text.
The Message of Sonship Trevor J. Burke 2011-09-28 In this warm-hearted exposition, Trevor Burke shows the many
dimensions of "sonship" in Scripture. It is at once the focus of creation, a metaphor for salvation, a moral imperative
and the goal of human restoration. For those whom the Father adopts into his household, the family bonds that begin in
this life will last for all eternity.
The Message of Proverbs David J. Atkinson 1997-01-13 The book of Proverbs is full of practical wisdom, and its

Judges and Ruth Mary Evans 2017-08-17 The book of Judges presents Israel’s frailty, the nation’s need for deliverance,
and God’s use of flawed leaders to guide his chosen people through a dark period of their history. The book of Ruth
tells a smaller story within this narrative, showing God quietly at work in the lives of a few individuals. Mary
Evans’s commentary places each book in its historical and canonical context, examines key theological themes and
addresses issues facing twenty-first-century readers. Part of the Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries series designed to
help the reader of the Bible understand what the text says and what it means.
The Message of Judges Michael Wilcock 1992
The Message of Judges Michael Wilcock 2022-02-22 The book of Judges reveals the deepest sins of humanity in the light
of God's abundant grace. Behind leaders such as Deborah, Jephthah, and Samson stands the principal actor in this drama:
God as Judge. In this BST commentary, Michael Wilcock illuminates the meaning that Judges still holds for us today,
exploring the message that God never abandons his people—then or now.
The Message of Jeremiah Christopher J. H. Wright 2014-02-10 A replacement volume in the Bible Speaks Today Old
Testament commentary series, this book offers a new exposition on Jeremiah, a book of the victory of God's love and
grace. The prophet's redemptive, reconstructive work comprises the book's portrait of the future--a future that we see
fulfilled in the New Testament through the life, death and resurrection of Jesus the Messiah.
The Message of Hebrews Raymond Brown 2021-05-18 The letter to the Hebrews brought a profound encouragement and appeal
to its first-century readers: they must keep their eyes on Christ and remain anchored in the truth. In this revised BST
volume, Raymond Brown guides readers passage by passage through Hebrews, exploring historical background, key themes,
and applications for today.
The Message of Romans John Stott 2020-12-29 In this revised BST volume, John Stott clearly expounds Paul's words,
themes, and arguments in Romans and offers applications for today's readers. Deeply acquainted with the text and
context of Romans and Pauline scholarship, Stott also explores the epistle's rich harmonies and broad vision,
highlighting the power of the gospel.
The Message of Luke Michael Wilcock 2020-05-19 Luke's Gospel delights to portray Jesus as the Savior not of an elite
group but of anyone, in any condition, who turns to him. In this BST volume, Michael Wilcock examines the individual
deeds and sayings of Jesus, showing how the structure of Luke's narrative brings out their meaning and how the good
news of Luke is still true today.
The Message of Malachi Peter Adam 2013-05-01 In the latest addition to the Bible Speaks Today Old Testament commentary
series, Peter Adam offers a readable and reliable exposition of the book of Malachi for pastors and lay commentary
readers.
A Biblical-Theological Introduction to the Old Testament Miles V. Van Pelt 2016-05-31 The Old Testament is not just a
collection of disparate stories, each with its own meaning and moral lessons. Rather, it’s one cohesive story, tied
together by the good news about Israel’s coming Messiah, promised from the beginning. Covering each book in the Old
Testament, this volume invites readers to teach the Bible from a Reformed, covenantal, and redemptive-historical
perspective. Featuring contributions from twelve respected evangelical scholars, this gospel-centered introduction to
the Old Testament will help anyone who teaches or studies Scripture to better see the initial outworking of God’s plan
to redeem the world through Jesus Christ.
The Message of 2 Timothy John Stott 2021-05-25 In 2 Timothy, we see Paul call the young leader Timothy to courageously
persevere in the truth and in his calling, not yielding to the pressures of public opinion or the surrounding culture.
In this revised BST volume, Stott explores the perennial lessons of Paul's final epistle, highlighting key themes such
as guarding, proclaiming, and suffering for the gospel.
The Message of Mark Donald English 2020-05-19 In this BST volume, Donald English offers a wise, welcoming, and
nontechnical guide to Mark, the smallest of the four Gospels. Along with exposition of each section of the text,
English draws out principles and applications about the nature of true faith, the cost of discipleship, and how we
should receive God's Word today.
The Message of Obadiah, Nahum and Zephaniah Gordon Bridger 2010-11-05 Obadiah, Nahum and Zephaniah are probably among
the least-read books of the Bible, and rarely preached. However, Gordon Bridger encourages us to study and apply these
three Old Testament prophets because they tackle themes and issues, expounded here with clarity and conviction, which
are especially relevant to today's church and world.
The Message of Joel, Micah and Habakkuk David Prior 1999-01-15 Where is God in times of disaster? How can God allow
suffering? What are God's people to do about moral decay in society? Three of the minor prophets--Joel, Micah and
Habakkuk--provide insights to these problems. David Prior's passage-by-passage exposition of these three books provides
careful study and measured insight and application for today's church.
Judges and Ruth Mary J. Evans 2017-11-07 The book of Judges presents Israel’s need for deliverance and God’s use of
flawed leaders to guide his chosen people through a dark period of their history. The book of Ruth tells a smaller
story within this narrative, showing God quietly at work in the lives of a few individuals. This replacement Tyndale
commentary places each book in its historical and canonical context, examines key theological themes, and addresses
issues facing readers today.
The Book of Judges Barry G. Webb 2012-12-20 Eminently readable, exegetically thorough, and written in an emotionally
warm style that flows from his keen sensitivity to the text, Barry Webb’s commentary on Judges is just what is needed
to properly engage a dynamic, narrative work like the book of Judges. It discusses not only unique features of the
stories themselves but also such issues as the violent nature of Judges, how women are portrayed in it, and how it
relates to the Christian gospel of the New Testament. Webb concentrates throughout on what the biblical text itself
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instruction for living has been long tried and proven. David Atkinson's commentary wonderfully illumines the ancient
cultural and religious background of the discourses and sayings of Proverbs, bringing the wisdom of Proverbs into
conversation with the wisdom of God now more fully displayed in Christ.
The Message of Joshua David G. Firth 2022-02-15 Isn't the violence in the book of Joshua inconsistent with the gospel
of Jesus? In this BST commentary, David G. Firth illuminates the meaning that the book of Joshua still has for
Christians today as it challenges us to recognize that God not only includes those who join him in his mission, but he
also excludes those who choose to set themselves against it.
The Message of Genesis 12–50 Joyce G. Baldwin 2022-01-11 Genesis sets the scene for the whole of the Bible, and indeed
the entire human drama. In this BST commentary, Joyce G. Baldwin shows how the vivid narratives of Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob, and Joseph in Genesis 12-50 still speak to us today, highlighting God's ways of dealing with ordinary, imperfect
people in fulfilling his great plan for the whole of humanity.
The Message of Lamentations Christopher J. H. Wright 2015-06-03 The destruction of Jerusalem is the likely setting for
the book of Lamentations, delivered from a place of unspeakable pain in poetry of astonishing beauty and intricacy. In
this Bible Speaks Today volume, Christopher Wright shows that we must not, and cannot, isolate Lamentations from the
rest of the Bible.
Judges J. Clinton McCann 2011-08-26 Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching is a distinctive
resource for those who interpret the Bible in the church. Planned and written specifically for teaching and preaching
needs, this critically acclaimed biblical commentary is a major contribution to scholarship and ministry.
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The Message of John Bruce Milne 2020-05-19 In this BST volume, longtime pastor Bruce Milne provides a thoughtful
exposition of John's Gospel, offering an accessible and reliable guide for exploring John's powerful portrait of
Christ. Milne sets the stage with introductory material on the authorship of John, how it compares to the other three
Gospels, and its purpose and theology.
The Message of Psalms 73-150 Michael Wilcock 2001-12-06 Michael Wilcock has written a sort of travel guide through the
Psalms. From Psalm 73 to 150, we pass through conflicts, burdens, mysteries and sufferings of life, ending with a song
of praise.
The Message of 1 Corinthians David Prior 2020-11-24 When the apostle Paul heard about the problems facing the church in
Corinth, he wrote them an intense and pointed letter. In this revised BST volume, David Prior shows the relevance of 1
Corinthians for our times with clear exposition of each passage, information about the letter's historical background,
and key principles and applications for today.
The Message of Philippians J. Alec Motyer 2020-11-24 Paul wrote his letter to the Philippians while he was in prison,
but it radiates joy in fellowship and in Jesus himself. In this revised BST volume, J. A. Motyer identifies three of
the book's major themes: the unity of the church, the person of Jesus and what he has achieved, and the call to live a
life worthy of the gospel.
The Message of 2 Corinthians Paul Barnett 2020-11-24 The letter of 2 Corinthians reveals a powerful debate between the
apostle Paul and a shadowy group of opponents, along with the local church members who supported them. In this revised
BST volume, Paul Barnett works passage by passage to provide helpful background, draw out key themes, and offer
applications for Christians today.
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